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TOYOTA

T

oyota has now surpassed General Motors as
the world’s No. 1 automaker, but the company that started as a loom manufacturer is
known as much for its culture as it is for its
cars.
That culture is known as “The Toyota Way.” Based on
14 principles, it serves as the basis for company decisions, actions and relationships – not only in the workplace, but in the community as well.For Northeast Mississippi, Toyota’s values will be seen in a variety of
ways, including a multimillion-dollar commitment to
schools and a tree-planting program in the area.
And by 2010, they’ll be seen in a most obvious way –
the Highlander SUVs rolling off the line
at Wellspring.
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The Toyota Way: Respect and critical analysis
The 14 Toyota Way Principles
1. Base your management decisions on a long-term philosophy, even at the expense of short-term financial goals.
2. Create continuous process flow to bring problems to the surface.
3. Use “pull” systems to avoid overproduction.
4. Level out the workload. Work like the tortoise, not the hare.
5. Build a culture of stopping to fix problems, to get quality right the first time.
6. Standardized tasks are the foundation for continuous improvement and employee empowerment.
7. Use visual control so no problems are hidden.
8. Use only reliable, thoroughly tested technology that serves your people and
processes.
9. Grow leaders who thoroughly understand the work, live the philosophy and
teach it to others.
10. Develop exceptional people and teams who follow your company’s philosophy.
11. Respect your extended network of partners and suppliers by challenging
them and helping them improve.
12. Go and see for yourself to thoroughly understand the situation.
13. Make decisions slowly by consensus, thoroughly considering all options; implement decisions rapidly.
14. Become a learning organization through relentless reflection and continuous improvement.

BY LEESHA FAULKNER
Daily Journal

Anyone who attended the Feb.
26 announcement about Toyota’s locating its new North
American manufacturing plant
near Blue Springs also heard the
repeated phrase, “the Toyota
Way.”
Toyota manufacturing executive vice president Gary Convis
invoked it as he talked about the
company’s challenge in balancing rapid growth and maintaining its superior quality standards. He talked about the start
up of the Tundra line’s production in San Antonio and the upcoming launch of Camry production at the Subaru plant in
Lafayette, Ind.
For those who know the Toyota method of operation, it
comes as no surprise that Convis refers to “the Toyota Way.”
Even he has defined it as the
nexus of success for the world’s

Welcome
Toyota

No. 2 car manufacturer.

What is “the Toyota Way?”

Convis explains it in his foreword to Jeffrey Liker’s book, “The
Toyota Way: 14 Management
Principles from the World’s
Greatest Manufacturer.”
He writes: “The Toyota Way is
not the Japanese Way or the
American Way or even the Gary
Convis Way of managing.”
“It is the fundamental way that
Toyota views its world and does
business. The Toyota Way, along
with the Toyota Production System, make up Toyota’s DNA.’ This
DNA was born with the founders
of our company and continues to
be developed and nurtured in
our current and future leaders.”
The company began in 1926 as
Toyoda Automatic Loom Works,
the eventual parent of the Toyota
Group. The Toyoda Automatic
Loom Works began as one man’s
search to lighten the load of his

mother, grandmother and their
friends who made extra money
weaving for local mills and shops.
■■■
Liker says the foundation of
the Toyota Way is “genchi genbutsu” or basically getting one’s
hands dirty. Its basis evolved
when Sakichi Toyoda, a 19th century carpenter, searched for a
better way to make a loom for the
women of his region. His new
looms proved to be cheaper and
better than those in use.
But Toyoda took the project a
step further and researched attaching a power source to the
loom that would help lighten
some of the intensive physical
labor that went into weaving.
Doing everything himself and
depending on trial and error,
Toyoda developed the steam engine that would work the loom.
And so, in 1926 Toyoda Automatic Loom Works began its

Jeffery K. Liker’s book
“The Toyota Way”
Published by McGraw-Hill
350 pages $17.61

Turn to WAY on Page 11K

Welcome Toyota!

from

fine dining at its best

P R O D U C T I O N C O M PA N Y
1800 City Ave. North • Ripley, MS 38663

825 West Jefferson
Corner of Jefferson & Park Street • Tupelo, Mississippi
662.842.5665

There’s No Place Like Home!

3651 Cliff Gookin Blvd. Tupelo / 844-5378 / Mon-Sat 10-6 (Closed Sun.)

www.roomtoroom.net
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TOYOTA
VOCABULARY
UNDERSTANDING TOYOTA MEANS
UNDERSTANDING SOME OF THE
TERMS THAT DESCRIBE THEIR
PRINCIPLES AND OPERATIONS.

KAIZEN: Continuous
improvement; Toyota’s
basic approach
to doing business
JIDOKA: Automation with a
human touch,
building in quality
while producing material
HEIJUNKA: Workload
leveling
GENCHI GENBUTSU: Seeing
for oneself to thoroughly
understand the situation
SENSEI: Teachers,
mentors
MUDA: Waste
KEIRETSU: The Toyota
conglomerate
KANBAN: In the
manufacturing
process, a “built-in gas
gauge” to signal to
the previous step
when its parts need
to be replenished
ATOKOTEI WA OKYAKUSAMA:
“The next process is the customer” (the preceding
process must always do
what the subsequent
process says)
NEMAWASHI: Thoroughness
in decision-making
– From “The Toyota Way”
by Jeffrey K. Liker

THANKS
TOYOTA !

© Daily Journal - 07

BUSYLAD WAS HONORED
TO BE A PART OF
THE TOYOTA
MISSISSIPPI
GROUNDBREAKING
CEREMONY
EVENT TEAM.
1818 McCullough Blvd.• Tupelo, MS 38801
662-842-7834
www.busylad.com
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C. TODD SHERMAN

The Toyota Highlander SUV will be manufactured at the company’s new facility near Blue Springs. The first vehicle is
expected to roll of the line by 2010.

Highlander is propular
because of its pricing
BY EMILY LE COZ
Daily Journal

TUPELO – If you live in
Northeast Mississippi and
never heard of the Toyota
Highlander until today, that’s
understandable – by 2010,
however, it likely will be impossible.
The world’s second-largest
automaker announced Tuesday that it would start making
150,000 of the popular SUVs
annually at its new assembly
plant near Blue Springs.
Considered a crossover SUV,
the Highlander sits on a Camry
frame and rides lower to the
ground than its competitors.
The Camry has been the bestselling sedan in the U.S. for
most of the past decade. The
Highlander,
with
about
120,000 in sales last year, is
Toyota’s best-selling SUV and
has been on the road in North
America since 2001.

April sales up
over 2006

■ Toyota says that Highlander and Highlander Hybrid
posted combined April sales
of 10,122, up 2.4 percent
over the same period last
year. The Highlander Hybrid
gas-electric mid-size SUV reported sales of 2,394 units
for the month.
It’s already a top-10 seller at
Tupelo’s Carlock Toyota dealership, where truck champion
Mark Thomas expects to see a
spike in Highlander sales after
the plant opens.
“I think Toyota sales in general of all vehicles will increase
when that happens, because
people tend to buy what they
work with,” Thomas said.
“People who work at the Gap

buy Gap clothes, so if you work
at the Toyota company, you
will buy Toyota vehicles.”
Thomas might get his first
post-announcement sale from
U.S. Sen. Trent Lott, who said
during Tuesday’s press conference that he “can’t wait to buy
my Highlander.”
Although
commercially
available in five versions – including three gas-engine models and two hybrids – the plant
here will make only gas-powered Highlanders. The fourcylinder model gets 22 miles
per gallon in the city and 27 on
the highway; the six-cylinder
gets 19 in the city and 25 on the
highway, Thomas said.
“It’s also popular because of
its price,” he added.
Highlanders range from
$24,880 to $34,610 depending
on the model, according to
Toyota’s Web site.
– Originally published Feb. 28

Lee County Welcomes Toyota
A County Progressing Forward
EDUCATION

• Excellent public and private schools with 7 colleges and universities within 90 miles.

TRANSPORTATION

• 2 Major Highways - U.S. Highway 78 and 45 - situated adjacent to Tenn-Tom Waterway.
• 2 Railroads - Burlington and Kansas City - spanning North, South, East and West.

ABUNDANT NATURAL RESOURCES
• 83,275 total acres of row crop and pasture land.
• 96,096 acres of timber.

Back Row:

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

• 4 Major Industrial Parks with available acreage • In excess of 1 billion in retail sales.
• In excess of 57,780 persons employed • Home to Tupelo Furniture Market - with over
1.6 million square feet of exhibitor space and second largest in United States.
• Lee County Agri-Center with 56,000 square feet of space and a seating capacity of 6,500
people. • Mississippi State Research & Extension Center • PUL Alliance Member

TOURIST ATTRACTIONS

• Birthplace of Elvis Presley • 4 Golf Courses • 3 Manmade lakes including
Tombigbee State Park, Elvis Presley and Lake Lamar Bruce
• Annual North Mississippi Regional Fair and Agri-Expo.

Front Row: Glen Weeks, District 5; Charles R. Duke, District 3.
Tommie Lee Ivy, District 4; Bobby Smith, District 2; Phil Morgan, District 1.

LEE COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
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TOYOTA
MISSISSIPPI

■ LOCATION: Blue
Springs
Production start: By 2010
Capacity: 150,000 vehicles per year
■ PRODUCT: Highlander,
SUV
■ COMPANY INVESTMENT: $1.3 billion
■ STATE INVESTMENT:
$324 million
■ OPERATIONS: Vehicle
production, including
stamping, body welding,
plastics, paint and assembly
■ EMPLOYMENT:
Initially, 2,000
■ LAND SPACE:
1,700 acres
■ OTHER NORTH
AMERICAN PLANTS:
■ CARS: Georgetown, Ky.;
Cambridge, Ontario, Canada; Princeton, Ind.; Fremont, Calif.; Tijuana, Mexico; San Antonio, Texas;
Woodstock, Ontario, Canada;
■ ENGINES: Buffalo, W.V.;
Huntsville, Ala.

The World’s Cleanest IC Lift Truck.
Toyota moving forward one load at a time.

SALTILLO FIRE DEPARTMENT

Right to Left - Bottom Row: Chief Robert Woods • Assistant Chief Heath Seawright
Second Row: FF Jon Price • Lieutenant Dave Hagemann
Captian David Loague • FF Alexis Glidewell
Third Row: FF William Sloan • Engineer Dan Martin • Sergeant Steven Miller
FF Adam Mallette • FF Andrew Siddall • FF Justin Kitchen • Sergeant Scott George
Not Pictured: FF Terry Robinson • FF Michael Patterson
FF Prentice Brown • FF Jason Carlock

All Toyota 8-series models count as 0.6 g/bhp-hr (0.8 g/kW-hr) HC+NOx towards California’s end user fleet average
calculation -- measures do not apply to diesel configured models. Contact your local dealer for additional information.

(An affiliate of The Lilly Company)
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TOYOTA’S VEHICLES

Top Prices paid for scrap metal
Largest processor of scrap in the United

HIGHLANDER

AVALON

HIGHLANDER HYBRID

COROLLA

CAMRY

FJ CRUISER

CAMRY SOLARA

MATRIX

States
53 location, 16 states and growing
Nearly 2 billion in revenues and increasing
Run rate of 5.5 million tons
Employee Stock Purchase Plan
College Scholarship Program
New York Stock Exchange Listed -MM
Zero indebtedness
$900 million market capitalization
Planned investment into plant and equipment
of up to $90 million this fiscal year
The best 1800 employees in its business

Southern Region

PHOTOS OF HIGHLANDER, CAMRY,
CAMRY SOLARA, AVALON, COROLLA,
FJ CRUISER AND MATRIX BY
THOMAS WELLS.

LOCATION OF FACILITIES

Sherman, MS
Jackson, MS
Greenville, MS
Tupelo, MS,
Greenwood, MS

EL Dorado, AR
West Point , MS
Memphis, TN
Grenada, MS
Kosciusko, MS

PHOTOS OF HIGHLANDER HYBRID
AND CAMRY HYBRID
PROVIDED BY TOYOTA.

Birmingham, AL
New Albany, MS
“Corporate Office”

CAMRY HYBRID

WELCOME

Real college.

to

N orth

M ississippi

TOYOTA

Real family.

Real future.

• Online
• Technical
• Academic • Workforce

THE

BEST START HERE

ICOMMUNITY
t a w a COLLEGE
mba
Itawamba Community College is an equal opportunity institution.

Fulton 662.862.8000 • Tupelo 662.620.5000
www.iccms.edu
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TOYOTA’S VEHICLES

4RUNNER

PRIUS

TUNDRA

TACOMA

SEQUOIA

RAV4

YARIS

LAND CRUISER
PHOTOS OF 4RUNNER, TUNDRA,
SEQUOIA, RAV4, SIENNA
BY THOMAS WELLS.
PHOTOS OF PRIUS, TACOMA, YARIS,
LAND CRUISER PROVIDED
BY TOYOTA.

SIENNA

Daily Happy Hour

Lunch 11:00 - 2:00 Mon. - Fri.
Dinner 5:30 until Tues. - Sat.

Check out our new patio!
Tue. - $5 Martinis & $1 Oysters
Wed. - Half price Wine by the Glass
Thur. - Fusion Burger Night & $2 Domestics
Fri. & Sat. - Nightly Infused Drink Specials

205 N. Gloster • Tupelo, MS • 842-7205
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Toyota employees can
make up to $20 an hour
TUPELO – Hold onto that resume
for a while; Toyota won’t be hiring
workers for its new facility here until
at least mid-2008, company officials
said Tuesday.
That’s when the $1.3 billion Highlander assembly plant will near completion and when the company starts
interviewing the first of its 2,000 employees.
Engineers, upper management,
maintenance, and, later, factory-floor
and assembly-line operators will be
needed at the plant, which will handle stamping, body welding, plastics,
paint and assembly.
Pay can climb as high as $20 per
hour with very generous benefits
packages, said Ray Tanguay, senior
vice president of Toyota Motor North

America.
Tanguay and others said the company will advertise for employees in
local newspapers when Toyota is
ready to hire here.
As for contractors eager to help
build the plant, the company likely
will select from a pool of firms that it
has worked with in the past to head
the effort, said James Wiseman, Toyota’s vice president of external affairs.
But the automaker will hold a “fair”
for subcontractors wanting to offer
their services.
Wiseman didn’t provide details of
the fair but said Toyota probably
would need more than 100 subcontractors to develop the 1,700-acre
site.
When it’s ready to hire, the world’s
second-largest automaker will recruit
from a large region, including North-

east Mississippi, eastern Alabama and
the Memphis area. David Rumbarger,
president and CEO of the Community
Development Foundation, couldn’t
project what percentage of the plant’s
eventual work force would come from
the area’s existing pool of workers as
opposed to those who will be brought
in from elsewhere.
During Tuesday’s press conference
to announce Toyota’s selection of
Wellspring, Gov. Haley Barbour speculated that the new plant would employ 4,000 within a few years.
Toyota officials tempered that
statement, reiterating that they had
plans for only 2,000 workers initially.
But they did admit it would be nice if
worldwide demand for their vehicles
required the plant to double its size.
– Originally published Feb. 28

•
•
•
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Customer Service
Purchasing Agents
Information Systems
Sales & Marketing
Nationwide Executive Search

BOONEVILLE-CORINTH-TUPELO-OXFORD

709 Robert E. Lee Drive • 1-877-232-5961
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Engineers
Light Industrial
Management
Legal Secretaries
Clerical
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STARKVILLE – The best way to fit
into the corporate culture of a
Japanese-based company is to develop a personal relationship with the
company’s representatives, a former
Seiko Instruments president and CEO
says.
Reinosuke Hara, a 26-year Seiko
veteran and president from 1985 to
1995, said that while the Japanese and
American business cultures are very
different, it is important for both sides
to find mutual trust and understanding.
“Whether you work with Nissan or
Toyota, the most important part is to
develop mutual understanding as a
human being,” he said during one of
his presentations at Mississippi State
University.
Hara gained experience with the
auto manufacturers during his time at
Seiko, where the watch company had
exclusive contracts with Toyota. He
said the working relationships taught

him about Toyota’s just-in-time production and delivery system, which
focuses on eliminating wastes such as
excess production, excess inventory,
and unnecessary transportation, behavior and movement.
As an example, Hara applied the
practice to watch manufacturing. He
said that if 10 workers made 120
watches, but only 100 pieces are
needed, it is not a good thing. Instead,
the company can reduce the work
force to eight people and make 100
watches.
Hara said the just-in-time concept
took a while for Toyota to implement
in Japan, and he expects a large learning curve when it comes to the new
Toyota Mississippi plant.
“This requires an enormous effort,
especially in the United States,” he
said to an audience of about 40 people. “Even though Toyota has made it
work in Kentucky, Kentucky is different from Mississippi.”
– Orignally published April 25

Vanelli’s Outdoor
Dining is Now
Open!!

Specializing In Building Career
Relationships Through Quality
Service & Commitment

•
•
•
•
•

BY CARLIE KOLLATH

Papa’s Patio seats about 75 and
patrons have access to a full drink
and food menu. The area is handicap accessible and soon will have a
flat-screen TV that will show the
live events taking place inside
Papa’s Place.
Because the patio is open yearround, the restaurant is looking into
buying cool-mist fans for the summer and heaters for the winter.
While smoking is allowed outside
and each table has its own ashtray,
Vanelli said the plans for the patio
were in the works long before Tupelo
enacted a public smoking ban last
year. He said the patio is something
his father, Demetrios “Papa Vanelli”
Kapenekas, always wanted.
“The patio also is an honor and testament to the long European tradition
of outdoor dining,” Vanelli said.

– Daily Journal 4/10/07

Advertisement paid for by vazVanelli
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Work to build friendships

vazVane
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BY EMILY LE COZ
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VANELLI’S

GREEK & ITALIAN
1302 N. Gloster St. • Tupelo, MS

844-4410

3 Locations to Serve You in Mississippi
Fulton, MS
Next to First American National Bank

662-862-9200
Kosciusko, MS
Highway 12 Across from M & F Bank

662-289-9650
Meridian, MS

Next to Office Depot & Lowe’s

601-482-4828
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What they said
HEARD IN DAYS AFTER TUPELO’S
SELECTION OVER CHATTANOOGA,
TENN., AND MARION, ARK.,
FOR THE TOYOTA PLANT:

“I think it’s going to
be a wonderful change
for the whole community. I think lifestyles
are going to change.”
– Gloria High

postmaster for Blue Springs

“Sherman has had a
lot of exciting things,
but nothing like this.”
– Connie Allen

Sherman city clerk

“There’s lots of
opportunities, but we
have to figure out how
are we going to keep
the comfort of a
small-city mentality if
this area explodes the
way it could.”
– Bill Rutledge

Pontotoc mayor

“Madison County
went from 30 deputies
to 52 deputies. I’m already thinking about
having to add people
to my department.”
– Tommy Wilhite

Union County sheriff referring to the growth
in Madison County from the Nissan plant

“Finishing second is
not bad. The important thing is the forward momentum has
not stopped and will
not stop.”
– Ron Littlefield

Chattanooga mayor

"We’re not going to sit
around and mope and
be depressed. We’re
going to get busy and
move forward.”
– Frank Fogelman

Marion mayor

Welcome
Toyota
from

Windward Oaks

!
D
L
SO

$186,500

Clear Creek Properties is proud to welcome Toyota. We
specialize in 2.00+acre wooded hillside homes with a
country setting. Only minutes away from Wellspring,
Winward Oaks is located in the Saltillo school district.
Available June 20th, brick/vinyl, architectural shingles,
oak cabinets, hardwood, carpet and tile. 2,289 square
feet, 4-bedroom, study/bonus, 2.5-bath.

31 CR 827 Hwy. 15 South • Blue Mountain, MS 38610

SHEFFIELD REAL ESTATE
SALES & APPRAISAL

1225 S. Gloster • 213-5522
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Hybrids get the most
of two different systems

From Toyota
In the world of automobiles,
“hybrid” is becoming a common term, with Toyota producing two vehicles using that system: the Prius and Highlander
Hybrid.
What makes hybrids different
from the regular vehicle?
Hybrid refers to a powertrain
that combines two different
methods of propulsion, each
complement the other in a way
that enhances the strengths and
minimizes the shortcomings of
each.
In very simple terms, a hybrid
powertrain uses an engine that’s
burning a fossil fuel, combined
with an electrical system made
up of a motor, generator and
battery. Depending upon the individual system, the gasoline
engine may be able to drive the
vehicle by itself, or it may drive
the electrical system only

(which in turn will actually drive
the vehicle).
Or the electrical system might
be able to drive the vehicle by itself, or both systems may be
able to work together to varying
degrees.
The current automotive internal combustion piston engine
has been developed to a high
state of refinement. It delivers
power levels, meets emissions
and fuel economy requirements, and satisfies customer
demands for smoothness,
quietness, reliability and cost.
Its emissions levels and fuel
consumption can still be improved upon—although, admittedly, not by a lot. Plus there’s a
basic problem that faces almost
every vehicle on the road: Each
of them has an engine that is,
most of the time, larger than it
needs to be.
A typical four-door sedan

• Decks, Gazebos,
Arbors and More
• Drainage / Irrigation
• Concrete
• Stone and Brick Work
• Lighting
“We do everything under the sun”
• Water Features
30 Years Construction Experience
• Outdoor Kitchens
• Fencing
(662) 842-7799
• Landscaping

NEED A CONTRACTOR?

Over 30 Years Experience.

DMH Construction Company
Residential and Commercial

Welcome Toyota
CREATE Foundation would like to
express appreciation to Toyota
Motor Manufacturing North
America, Inc. for selecting
Northeast Mississippi as the site for
its next automobile assembly plant.
CREATE is honored to be selected
by Toyota to administer its $50
Million commitment to enhance
education in the PUL Alliance
Counties. We believe this is the
beginning of a great partnership. A
great company and a great region.

Mississippi’s Oldest & Largest
Community Foundation
662.844.8989
www.createfoundation.com

• New Construction • Remodeling
• Painting
• Roofing

Call (662) 842-7799

may have an engine rated at,
say, 200 horsepower. That vehicle rarely requires the full 200
horsepower, normally only for
quick passing maneuvers or
while climbing steep hills. Most
of the time the engine is operating at a small fraction of its full,
rated output.
What people really need is
200 horsepower every once in a
while, maybe 100 horsepower
from time to time, and about 30
or 40 horsepower most of the
time. The fuel consumption and
emissions benefits of such a
powertrain should be obvious.
Could an electric car do that?
The pure electric vehicle is quiet
and smooth and generates none
of the emissions currently regulated for vehicles with gasoline
engines. But after over a century
of research, the electric vehicle
still lacks a suitable battery and
there is not a likely prospect of
finding one on the horizon.
The pure electric car has the
same handicap it had 100 years
ago – limited range. And there
are other major concerns: While
a car with a gasoline engine can
be completely refueled in a few
minutes, literally hours are required to charge up an electric
car.
And while the gasoline vehicle runs just as well on the last
drop of fuel as on the first, the
further an electric car goes the
more its performance drops –
because the battery is discharging – so the last of its “range” is
at a pace that becomes increasingly slow.
In simple terms, the electric
car doesn’t have enough when
it’s needed; the conventional
gasoline car has too much when
it’s not needed. The hybrid
solves both those issues.
The road vehicle, because it
has to deal with the widely varying speeds and conditions of
traffic, has a more difficult duty
cycle. Starts, stops, short trips,
family vacations, stuck in traffic
jams—all these create fuel consumption and emissions problems.

Welcome
Toyota!
Thank You
For Your
Patronage!
P

S C
co.
Paul Smithey Construction Company
2549 McCullough Boulevard
Belden, Mississippi 38826
Office (662) 844-0794

1-800-819-5919
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Way
Continued from Page 2K
climb to become one of the
most famous companies of the
times. And in the process of the
constant re-evaluation of the
power looms, it developed another constant of the Toyota
Way, “jidoka” or built-in quality
by building a loom to stop
when a thread broke, so the individual could fix the problem
immediately, instead of turning
out an inferior product.
■■■
In 1929, Sakichi Toyoda sent
his son, Kiichiro, to England to
sell the “mistake-proof” loom’s
patent to Pratt Brothers. The
Toyodas took that money and
started making cars.
But World War II slowed the
effort. The war’s aftermath
could have spelled doom for
the Toyota Automotive Co., but
Japan had to rebuild and the

JUNE 6, 2007 ■ PAGE 11K

product better.
“It’s always problems first,”
he said, “unlike our Friday
■■■
meetings when we like to gathToyota seems to stand out er around the table and tell
among vehicle manufacturers, what we did best.”
even those in Japan, because of
■■■
those two pillars and the balance between humility and a
Observations from Kentucky
tightly organized, critical approach to improvement. Au- may also help Northeast Misthor David Magee has been sissippians better understand
studying Toyota Motors for the the Toyota Way.
“It’s a learning organization,”
past six months for his new
book, “How Toyota Became # said Dallas Blankenship, super1,” which is to be released this intendent of Scott County, Ky.,
schools. “It’s what they create
fall.
“It’s a very different organiza- with their practices.”
For nearly two decades, Toytion,” Magee said.
The company takes on prob- ota has built cars in an assemlems first, he said, one of the bly plant in Georgetown, Ky.
key points made by the manu- Blankenship and others have
facturer during its employee seen how the 14 principles of
orientations. The company management have worked for
doesn’t focus so much on bu- the company. They’ve seen
reaucracy as do so many oth- workers from the factory lines
ers, Magee said. Instead, it to management thrive in what
chooses to empower its em- appears to be a learning laboraployees by having them think tory, he said.
Schools are about lifelong
critically and offer constructive
criticism on how to make the learning, so Blankenship and
seeing for yourself.

United States understood that
to rebuild a war-torn nation,
there had to be trucks.
When increasing post-war
inflation made cash flow a
problem, the company called
for companywide pay cuts.
That didn’t solve the problem,
so the company asked 1,600
employees to take early retirement, setting off a multitude of
protests.
Instead of hanging on, Kiichiro took responsibility for the
company’s failure and resigned
as president, although he could
have done little to set the company straight because so many
outside influences had affected
it. But workers understood the
symbolism of the move and responded by taking the pay cuts.
The company grew stronger.
In the shadow of Kiichiro’s
action, it is the respect for people and the willingness to take
responsibility that is the company’s second pillar, according
to a corporate spokesman Victor Vanov, following the first of
getting one’s hand’s dirty or

his schools are examining ways
to incorporate the Toyota Way
and refine it for education. He
and his staff like the practices –
the team work with leaders taking responsibility and the respect to all members of the
team.
And, essential to learning,
each leader looks and measures ways to improve by participating, Blankenship added.
■■■
Author Liker took a year to
interview more than 40 Toyota
managers, to see what made
the company work and why the
management practices are as
much a culture as they are
guidelines.
Liker, a professor of industrial and operations engineering
at the University of Michigan,
was no stranger to the Way. He
had 20 years of visits to Japan
and an intimate knowledge of
how Toyota works.
It all boils down to balance,
Liker said. Toyota is successful

because it considers people
within a framework of high expectations that demands continuous improvements.
Where will those improvements lead?
Magee believes Toyota is always forward looking because
that’s the most fundamental
principle of doing business – a
long-term vision. Toyota has
capitalized on its ability to hit
the market early with the hybrid engines that save gasoline
while other companies were
examining different technologies. He believes that soon, the
company will build vehicles
only with hybrid engines – that
can drive across this country on
a tank of gas.
But the thrill for Magee, a native Mississippian who now
lives in Tennessee, is the critical
role Toyota will play in Northeast Mississippi. “You’re right in
the heart of the future of the
global automotive industry,” he
said.
– Originally published March 12

Chanda Cossit
joins Tupelo in saying

Welcome
Toyota!
Call today for all of your
executive home needs.
Multi-Million $$$ Producer

662-871-7222

Tommy Morgan Inc., Realtors
210 East Main St. • Tupelo
842-3844 • www.tmhomes.com

EDUCATION
Southern Region Education Board – 8 years
Vice Chair Mississippi Senate Education Committee
“Phonics Amendment” – Author
House Bill 4 “Education Reform Act” – Only legislator from 3 counties to vote for H.B. 4
“Best” Education Reform – Authored 14 amendments in support
“Music Arts Curriculum Coordinator Law” - Author
“National Resolution on Music and Arts in Education” - Author
Community and Junior College funding – Supporter
“Adequate Education Act” – Voted for Passage
HIGHWAYS
“AHEAD” $1.6 Billion Economic Highway Development Program – Voted for passage
“Axles” and “Weight Improvement” laws for Mississippi Truckers and Foresters – Co- Author
“Mississippi Bridge Replacement Bond Program” – Co-Author
“State Aid Fund for Off-System Bridges” – Author
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smithrealestate@bellsouth.net
taxofficeinccom@aol.com
senatorrobsmith@bellsouth.net
1401 U.S. Hwy. 49 South
Richland, Mississippi 39218
(601) 939-8445

Metal Fabrication
and Welding

Workplace
Safety

Medical
and Healthcare

Specialty Gas
Applications

WELCOME TOYOTA!
Airgas is located at:
1930 International Drive • Tupelo, MS 38804

662-844-6561

www.Airgas.com

AGRICULTURE
National Chairman of International Trade and Agriculture
Chairman of Rural Development and Agriculture Committee (Represented 16 Southern States)
Senate Agriculture Chairman
“Forestry Tax Credit” – Co-Author
“Soil and Water Conservation Cost-Share Program” – Co-Author
CRIME
Senate Correction Committee Chairman
“Senate Prison Industries Authorization” - Author
Increased Sentencing for Commercial and Home Burglary
Supported “Life Sentence Means Life”
AWARDS
Manager of the Year Award – Humana Corporation
Legislator of the Year for Children’s Mental Health
John Bragg 16 State Regional Leadership Award
Firefighters Preservation of Life and Property Award
Outstanding Legislator Award - Mississippi Psychological Association
Veteran of Foreign Wars Dedication of Service Award
American Legion God and Country Appreciation Award
Arts for the Handicapped Service Award
Realtor Award for Preservation of Property Rights

VoteRobSmith.com

VETERANS
“Purple Heart Car Tag Law” - Author
“Mandatory Training for Veterans Service Officers” - Author
“Veterans One Stop Service Center” legislation - Author
Chaired Veterans Appreciation Day parade
American Vietnam Veterans of Mississippi Honorary Lifetime Member
“POW/MIA Resolution” - Author
“National Guard Education Amendment” - Author
“National Guard Armory Facilities Study Legislation” – Author
“Veterans Retirement Homes – Co-Author
HEALTH
“Mississippi Children’s Trust Fund” - Author
“Adoption Laws of Mississippi” - Author
“Blended Funding Formula for Mississippi Children” - Author
Senate version “Welfare Reform Act” – Author
“Mississippi Childhood Immunization Act” – Author
“Foster Care Parent Training Program” - Author
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
“Management Training Act of Mississippi” – Author
$150 Million “Mississippi Farm Reform Act” - Author
“Mississippi Economic Development Reorganization” – Co-Author
“Mississippi Business Development Act” - Author
“Reservation of Corporate Names” legislation – Author
“Streamlined Use and Sales Tax” legislation – Author
“Rural Fire Truck Acquisition Program” – Co-Author
“Rankin First” – Created – Co-Author
(OVER)
Political Advertisement
Paid for by The Smith Committee

With Daughters Karlie & Tara
BIOGRAPHY
Mississippi State University — Bachelor of Science
Mississippi College — Masters of Business Administration (MBA)
Realtor
Accountant
Mason
Eastern Star Baptist
Rotary
Mississippi Senate — 20 Years Mississippi House of Representatives — 4 years
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